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Abstract Sodium-ion batteries are a promising technology
whose performance are getting closer to those of lithium-ion
batteries. The electrochemical phenomena are mostly the
same for these two technologies, but the sodium-ion battery
studied in this paper has a negative electrode made of hard
carbon “HC” in which different phenomenon occurs when
state of charge “SoC” decreases. In this paper, we character-
ized this sodium-ion battery thanks to a physic-based model
that can represent the non-linearities of the charge transfers
and solid electrolyte interphase “SEI” resistances. In this ini-
tial study, we found that this model represented accurately
the battery non-linearities for high SoC, making it able to
characterize its charge transfers and SEI (eg. for diagnosis
purpose). However, the model failed to represent the cell
behavior below SoC 40-50%, suggesting that it should be
improved for batteries with HC electrodes.

1 Introduction

The need for various energy storage technologies is increas-
ing significantly. Currently, lithium-ion batteries remain the
most widely used. However, because of increasing demands
of rechargeable batteries, and since lithium is not sufficiently
abundant compared to the market needs, the search for al-
ternatives is being motivated. These alternatives should be
more efficient, less expensive and more sustainable, which
is the case of sodium-ion batteries developped by Tiamat
[1]. Therefore, we use Tiamat cell of Na3V2(PO4)2F3/hard
carbon type, denoted NVPF/HC, for this article.
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NVPF/HC cells rely on hard carbon “HC” as a nega-
tive electrode instead of graphite, because the graphite offers
limited electrochemical performance [2]. In fact, the size
of sodium ion is larger than that of lithium ion [3], which
causes insertion difficulties of Na+ in the crystalline struc-
ture of graphite.

The structure of HC can be described as follows: a large
amorphous zone where there are defects and nanonopores
and small pseudo-graphite layers in the form of “graphene
sheets” [4]. Thanks to this structure, the HC can easily ad-
sorb Na+. These ions are then intercalated on the graphene
layers or they fill the pores present in HC structure.

Ghimbeu et al. [3] suggested that, at low state of charge
“SoC”, Na+ can be adsorbed by the pores and defects or they
can be inserted by the graphene layers of HC structure. On
the other hand, at high SoC, the adsorption of Na+ on the
pores and defects is no longer present. Na+ are then inter-
calated into the graphene layers. So the storage mechanism
of HC is similar to graphite only at high SoC. This change
in Na+ insertion mechanism can influence the overall perfor-
mance of a NVPF/HC battery model. Thus, finding a reliable
model representing this phenomenon is still a challenge.

According to the Fig. 1a, NVPF/HC batteries generally
have a pseudo open circuit voltage “pseudo-OCV” (the volt-
age of the cell in charge/discharge at low current rate C/50)
that consists of three zones:

– Zone A: a large plateau at high SoCs (between 50% and
100%), where the surface resistance barely varies as a
function of the SoC; Fig. 1b illustrates the galvanostatic
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy “GEIS” of the
cell at zone A (the green Nyquist plot);

– Zone B: a sharp voltage variation around SoC 40-50%.
According to Fig. 1b, the cell shows a strong diffusion
around this zone. This diffusion is expressed by the pres-
ence of a large Warburg impedance on the yellow curve
at zone B (the area of the curve where a long 45° slope
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Fig. 1 (a) Pseudo-OCV vs state of charge of NVPF/HC cell at 25 °C
(b) GEIS performed on the same cell for each zone at 25 °C

appears after the half circle). So for this study, zone B is
avoided due to the presence of the strong diffusion which
will not be studied in this paper;

– Zone C: a relatively slower voltage variation compared
to zone B at remaining SoC range. In zone C, the surface
resistance increases strongly with SoC. This is reflected
by the big difference in the radii of the red semicircles at
SoC 30% and 20% illustrated on Fig. 1b.

Several approaches were proposed to model Li-ion cells.
Some were purely physical approaches like the single parti-
cle model [5], others were more behavioral like the equiv-
alent circuit model “ECM” [6] and data driven models [7].

ECM model are simpler to integrate in the battery manage-
ment system “BMS”, but this type of model does not always
physically present the behavior of the cell.

Damay et al. [8] proposed a model of the so-called “sur-
face resistance” of LiFePO4/graphite cell. This resistance
is linked to the voltage drop due to charge transfers and
the contribution of solid electrolyte interphase “SEI”. The
model outputs this resistance as a function of current and
temperature, and later separates it into charge transfers re-
sitance and SEI resistance. This could help to better model
Na-ion batteries. However, this approach is not treated yet
with a hard carbon electrode in which different Na+ storage
mechanisms may occur.

In this preliminary study, we tested the equivalent circuit
model ECM and the surface resistance model proposed by
Damay et al. on sodium-ion NVPF/HC batteries. This will
allow us to know if the surface resistance model works well
if the technology of the battery changes. Furthermore, we
studied these models at different states of charge (zones A
and C) in order to investigate the validity of the surface re-
sistance model for NVPF/HC cells.

In the first part of the paper, the surface resistance model
is presented in terms of the Butler-Volmer and Arrhenius
equations. In a second part, the experimental protocol re-
lated to pulse and GEIS tests is detailed. The choice of states
of charge, temperatures and currents is justified in this sec-
tion. In the third part, the experimental results and the model
response are presented for SoC 75% and 25%, followed by
an interpretation of the model reliability by varying the SoC
of NVPF/HC Cells.

2 Battery model

2.1 Equivalent circuit model

Fig. 2 shows the equivalent circuit model ECM for a Na-ion
cell. It has the same structure as Li-ion cell since they have
the same electrochemical phenomena. The model is based
on an electrical circuit that includes components. These com-
ponents represent non-linear phenomena. We characterize
these components as parameters that depend on current, tem-
perature and SoC:

– (V+−V−) is the cell voltage;
– OCV is the voltage of the cell at equilibrium. It is the

open circuit voltage that the cell delivers in the absence
of any internal voltage drop;

– Rs is the series resistance which is related to the elec-
tronic conduction between the cell and the external cir-
cuit. It is an equivalent resistance for any resistive contri-
bution caused by the cell components such as collectors,
separators, metallic tabs and cell can;
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– Rsur f and τsur f are respectively the surface resistance and
the time constant of the parallel Rsurf-Csurf circuit (τsur f
= Rsur f x Csur f ). They represent the impedance related to
the fast dynamics of the cell. These dynamics include the
behavior of the SEI and the charge transfers associated
with the double layer effects. Thus, it includes the contri-
butions that takes place between the electrolyte and the
surface of the active materials coated on each electrode;

– Zdi f f is the diffusion impedance related to the slow dy-
namics. This impedance is linked to the diffusion of Na+

into the electrolyte and the diffusion of sodium within
the active materials in the electrodes. It is presented as
the equivalent impedance of n parallel Rdiff,i-Cdiff,i cir-
cuits such that τdi f f ,i = Rdi f f ,i x Cdi f f ,i.

𝑅diff,1

𝑅ct + 𝑅SEI
= 𝑅surf

𝑅s

𝐶diff𝐶surf

𝑅diff,n

𝐶diff

𝑉+𝑉−

OCV

𝑍diff

Fig. 2 Equivalent circuit model

2.2 Surface resistance model versus current

In this article, only the surface resistance was considered.
This resistance is embedding charge transfers and SEI con-
tributions, which gives:

Rsur f = Rct +RSEI (1)

where Rsurf is the surface resistance, Rct is the charge trans-
fers resistance and RSEI is the SEI resistance.

The behavior of SEI is rather resistive which increases
upon cell degradation. We identified the SEI as a resistance
since this article presents a model for surface resistances.
Soto et al. suggested that the SEI has also a diffusive behav-
ior [9] but it is neglected in this study.

On the other hand, the Butler-Volmer equation was adap-
ted to model the charge transfers. Eq(2) describes the kinet-
ics of electrochemical reactions, related to the cell current I,
as a function of the overpotential present at each electrode/
electrolyte interface.

I = I0 ·
[

exp
(
(1−β ) ·F

RT
·Vct

)
− exp

(
−β ·F

RT
·Vct

)]
(2)

where I is the current imposed on the cell (expressed in A),
I0 is the exchange current (in A), β is a dimensionless value

that represents the charge transfers coefficient, R is the ideal
gas constant (equal to 8.314 J.K-1.mol-1), T is the temper-
ature (in K), F is the Faraday constant (equal to 96485.3
C.mol-1) and Vct is the charge transfers overpotential (in V).

We assumed that the charge transfers coefficient β is
equal to 0.5 [10]. The charge transfers overpotential is de-
fined in eq(3) as the difference between the electrode/electr-
olyte surface overpotential Vsur f and the resistive loss caused
by the SEI expressed by the resistance RSEI . RSEI is assumed
to be independent of the current I.

Vct =Vsur f − I ×RSEI (3)

Using eq(2) and eq(3), Rsurf can be expressed as a func-
tion of current through the Butler-Volmer in eq(4):

Rsur f (I) =
Vsur f

I
= RSEI +

2RT
F I

· asinh
(

I
2 I0

)
(4)

According to eq(4), the second term has undetermined
value if the current is zero, which means that charge trans-
fers resistance can not be detected at zero current. This prob-
lem was solved using Taylor series of the asinh function
when I is near zero. The charge transfers resistance at 25
°C (298 K) and zero current is then calculated by eq(5):

Rct,0(T ) =
RT

F I0(25 °C)
(5)

2.3 Surface resistance model versus temperature

For the temperature dependence of the surface resistance,
the Arrhenius equation allows the rate of a chemical reaction
to be described as a function of the temperature. Therefore,
Arrhenius law was included in eq(4) in order to model I0 and
RSEI as function of temperature. Hence, eq(6) determines the
surface resistance as a function of current and temperature
[8]. The first term of eq(6) represents the SEI resistance and
the second term represents the charge transfers resistance.

Rsur f (I,T ) = RSEI(25 °C)exp
(

Ea,SEI

kB

(
1
T
− 1

298

))
+

2RT
F I

asinh
(

I
2 I0(25 °C)

exp
(

Ea,I0
kB

(
1
T
− 1

298

)))
(6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant (equal to 8.617 x 10-5

eV.K-1), RSEI(25 °C) is the SEI resistance at 25 °C (in Ω ),
I0(25 °C) is the exchange current at 25 °C (in A), and Ea,SEI
and Ea,I0 are respectively the activation energies related to
SEI and charge transfers (in eV).

Eq(6) consists of four parameters to be fitted, these pa-
rameters are : RSEI(25 °C), Ea,SEI , I0(25 °C) and Ea,I0 .
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3 Experimental protocol

For this study, we used a single 18650 NVPF/HC battery
provided by Tiamat. It has a maximum voltage of 4.25 V and
a minimum voltage that can reach 0V. Its nominal capacity
is 700 mAh.

We chose two SoC points to analyze the surface resis-
tance behavior: SoC 75% which corresponds to zone A whe-
re Na+ ions are being inserted in the graphene layers of HC,
and SoC 25% which corresponds to zone C where Na+ are
being filled by the pores and defects rather than being in-
serted. Zones A and C are shown in Fig. 1a.

The battery was tested on three different temperatures:
25 °C, 5 °C and -5 °C, in order to study the cell behavior
under usual and extreme conditions.

3.1 Pulse tests

The overall test included charge/discharge steps, i.e. current
pulses in opposite directions for a short time. These pulses
were performed at several temperatures and SoC points. The
test was done in such a way that the SoC point was main-
tained for every 2 consecutive pulses of opposite directions.
These pulse tests were done at different current regimes for
20 seconds. The 20 seconds pulse duration was chosen so
that the diffusion process was well fitted without having a
deformation of the voltage which is the response of the cur-
rent pulse [8]. Fig. 3a shows the protocol of the pulse test.

For the temperatures of 25 °C and 5 °C, 12 different cur-
rent pulses were tested, that is to say 6 pairs of current pulses
of opposite directions. These pulses were : (-5C; 5C), (-2C;
2C), (-1C; 1C), (-C/2; C/2), (-C/5; C/5) and (-C/10; C/10).
Each pulse was followed by 30 minutes of rest. At -5 °C,
the test was slightly modified since it was not possible to
charge the tested cell at a high current at a temperature be-
low 0 °C. The negative pulses remained the same, while the
positive pulses were set at C/10 with a duration sufficient to
recharge the battery with the same amount of charge lost in
the previous pulse. For example, a -2C pulse of 20 seconds
was compensated by a C/10 pulse of 400 seconds.

The extraction of the ECM model parameters using pulse
tests is seen in Fig. 3b.

3.2 GEIS tests

In addition, galvanostatic electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy, denoted GEIS tests, at 50mA and then 500 mA
amplitudes were applied to the cell for the chosen SoCs and
temperatures. The importance of GEIS was to measure the
cell impedances near zero current.

GEIS tests at 500 mA amplitude were used to properly
measure the series resistance Rs. Rs is the real part of the

+C/10-C/10 -C/5 +C/5 +C/2 +1C +2C +5C
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Fig. 3 (a) Current pulses protocol (b) identification of the parameters
of the ECM model from the voltage response to a current pulse

minimum point of the Nyquist plot before the semicircle.
While GEIS at 50 mA were used to determine Rsur f . Rsur f
is the real part of the semicercle diameter of the Nyquist
plot, shown in Fig. 1b. Rsur f was calculated as the difference
between the real of the last point of the semicircle of the
Nyquist plot at 50 mA and Rs .

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Analysis of the experimental data

GEIS tests showed that the surface resistance varies signifi-
cantly with SoC and temperature. According to Table 1, the
surface resistance increased at low temperatures, which is
similar to the surface resistance behavior using LiFePO4/
graphite batteries [8]. Moreover, the surface resistance in-
creased remarkably from high SoC (75%) to low SoC (25%).
This can be explained by the variation of the Na+ storage
mechanisms in the HC when SoC changes (see introduc-
tion).

Table 1 Surface resistance results obtained from GEIS tests

Temperature [°C] 25 5 -5
Rsurf(SoC 75%) [mΩ ] 16.1 94.9 311.9
Rsurf(SoC 25%) [mΩ ] 40.8 471.9 1172.6

For the pluse tests, we chose Rsurf measurements that
result in surface voltage drops of at least 10 mV. For this
purpose, we eliminated Rsurf measurements at 25°C at cur-
rent regimes of ±C/2 ±C/5 ±C/10 from this study. Because
if the magnitude of the voltage drop is smaller than 10 mV,
there won’t be enough points for fast dynamics fitting. Ad-
ditionally, we eliminated the pulse test results in the follow-
ing condition: 5C, 5 °C and SoC 75%. As the cell voltage
reached its maximum value of 4.25 V before completing the
pulse duration which is 20 seconds.
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4.2 Results at high SoC

b)

a)

Fig. 4 Results at SoC 75% under different C-rates and temperatures:
a) Rsurf b) seperated Rct and RSEI

Fig. 4a shows the behavior of the resistance as a func-
tion of current at SoC 75% and for the three temperatures
tested. From Fig. 4a, the estimated surface resistance curve
passed through most of the Rsurf measurements with a root
mean squared relative fitting error, denoted RMSRE, equal
to 4.2% (see Table 2).

At 25 °C, the surface resistance varied slightly with the
current. Meanwhile, at 5 °C and -5 °C, Rsurf increased at
low currents and reached its maximum at a current near
0 mA, then it decreased when increasing the current rate.
This study matches with the results already obtained with
LiFePO4/ graphite batteries [8].

The SEI and charge transfers resistances are presented
in Fig. 4b. At 25 °C, The SEI resistance with a near con-
stant value of 9.6 mΩ was greater than the charge transfers
resistance which was close to 5.5 mΩ . At low temperature,
the contribution of the charge transfers was greater than that
of the SEI because Rsurf increased significantly at 5 and -5
°C. For example, when charging the cell at 1C at 5 °C, the

charge transfers resistance at SoC 75% was 58 mΩ while the
SEI resistance was 28 mΩ . At high SoC, the behavior of Rct
and RSEI at different current rates and temperatures for the
NVPF/HC battery was similar to that of LiFePO4/graphite
batteries. Referring to Table 2, the activation energies of SEI
was 0.38 eV and that of I0 was 0.9 eV which are close to the
values obtained for LiFePO4/graphite batteries [8].

Table 2 Model parameters

SoC
Parameter 75% 25%

RSEI(25 °C) [mΩ ] 9.558 9.600
Ea,SEI [eV ] 0.384 0.378
I0(25 °C) [A] 4.619 0.684
Ea,I0 [eV ] 0.905 0.874
Rct0(25 °C) [mΩ ] 5.560 37.51
RMSRE [%] 4.205 20.72

4.3 Results at low SoC

Fig. 5 Rsurf at SoC 25% under different C-rates and temperatures

Fig. 5 represents the results at SoC 25%. Despite our
best efforts, the experimental curve shape was different from
the curve shape that the Butler-Volmer equation brought,
which means that the proposed surface resistance model can
not closely fit the real behavior of the cell.

In order to study the difference between the behaviors at
high and low SoC, the fitting results presented on Fig. 5 were
obtained by assuming that the SEI parameters, namely RSEI
and Ea,SEI, were the same than those at SoC 75% and then
by letting the optimization algorithm fit the charge transfers
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parameters. The RMSRE was 20.72%, which can be accept-
able for application that does not seek a physical meaning
and high accuracy. The activation energy obtained this way
for the charge transfers was 0.87 eV, which is still consis-
tent with literature. However, this value should be consid-
ered carefully because the model fitting is not accurate and
may lack important phenomena. That is why the results of
the separation of Rsurf into Rct and RSEI were not shown.

The problem persisted even if the SEI parameters varies
with the SoC with a RSMRE equal to 12.8%. Therefore, the
hypothesis that the SEI resistance is invariant to SoC cannot
be refuted, nor confirmed.

Given that the proposed Rsurf model was able to repro-
duce the cell behavior at SoC 75%, this implies that the cell
behavior was strongly changed from SoC 75% to SoC 25%.
This was not surprising because the Na+ storage mecha-
nisms are different for low SoC, as explained in the intro-
duction. The adsorption of Na+ in the pores and defects of
the HC is certainly governed by a different relation between
voltage and current, as it was suggested by our fitting results
of Fig. 5.

It can be seen that the experimental curve shape was still
bell-shaped and centered on zero at low temperatures, which
means that the insertion in graphene layers - with a Butler
Volmer like behavior - could still be active. The surface re-
sistance model used in this study could maybe be adapted
by adding a new term to eq(6) which would represent the
adsorption in pores and defects.

5 Conclusion

The surface resistance model with current and temperature
dependencies was tested for two different SoCs. The choice
of SoCs was based on two different zones of the pseudo-
OCV of the NVPF/HC cells where the Na+ storage mecha-
nisms in hard carbon HC varies.

The model gives good results at high SoC. The relative
error is 4.2% and the activation energies are consistent with
literature. Classical insertion mechanisms occur in this area
and the surface resistance model brings satisfactory results.
It is thus possible to characterize the charge transfers and the
SEI in these operating regions and get physical insights on
these two processes (eg. diagnosis purpose).

However, the model works less well for low SoC with
a relative error of 20.72%. The shape of surface resistance
measurements and the fit are not the same. Possibly because
sodium is not only inserted in HC, but it is also adsorbed
via other mechanisms such as adsorption in pores or defects
present inside the hard carbon structure. We conclude from
this initial study that we can not characterize charge trans-
fers and SEI resistances at low SoC, for sodium-ion batter-
ies with hard carbon in the negative electrode, and that the
model should be modified.

This could also imply that, at low SoC, the kinetics of
the charge transfer reactions at the HC anode may be slower
than those at the NVPF cathode. So the assumption of the
charge transfers coefficient β equal to 0.5 may not work at
low SoC. Therefore, enhancing the Butler-Volmer equation,
by introducing a new term that represent the adsorption of
Na+ in pores and defects and by adjusting β could provide
better results.

Another proposal is to separate the charge transfers of
the electrodes as two Butler-Volmer equations, one for the
cathode and the other for the anode. Moreover, the conclu-
sions of the study concerning the behavior of the HC at low
SoC could be applied also to lithium-ion batteries where
hard carbon is used as the active material of the negative
electrode.
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